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- Spanish population = 40M
- Spanish prostitutes = 400,000
- 90-98% are Foreigners

- Spain has more prostitutes than the Netherlands, Italy, Britain, & Greece combined.
- At least 39% of Spanish men have purchased sex
- There are 1.5 Million sex transactions everyday
Argument: Sex trafficking in Spain would not flourish if the Spanish demand for prostitution declined.
The Story of Terminology...
Demand: The Root Cause

Dimensions:
- Men
- Culture

- The Market of Demands
Why Focus on the Demand Side?
What can be done?

- Abolitionist Approach for State Policies
  - What is it?
    - Zero Tolerance
    - Awareness Campaigns
- Proved effective by Swedish Legislation
  - Purchase declined by 80%
  - Prostitution declined by 2/3
What was concluded...

- Terminology
- Prostitution
- Sex Trafficking
- Demand
- Supply
For more information, please visit:

• http://www.savethechildren.org/

• http://www.unodc.org/

• http://www.malostratos.org/
¡Gracias!
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